




DON'T LIMIT YOUR CHALLENGES

CHALLENGE YOUR LIMITS

The PSL Principe Speed Line sails are all HAND MADE in the Italian factory.

Developed by Principe Baldini. 
And tested as well by important new riders.

Handcrafted 5.2 - 5.6 - 6.4 - 7.4 will be ready soon.
4 size to be the fastest on the water in your own spot: from 

Garda lake to the beach of the Prince of Speed at La Palme

HANDMADE IN OUR LOFT IN ITALY.





This sail is the evolution of the 2019 model 
that has given us many satisfactions and successes 

in important regattas.
These included second place in the Formula Foil 
world championships and record-breaking victory 

at the One Hour Classic at Lake Garda.
Few but substantial changes to improve the most 

important qualities such as stability, 
Control and lightness.

All Aero Foil Course are handmade in our loft in Italy.

IT TAKES ABOUT 30 DAYS 
TO RECEIVE ONE FROM THE TIME OF ORDER. 

DON'T LIMIT YOUR CHALLENGES
CHALLENGE YOUR LIMITS
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It took us as long as we could get for Aero 2021 research and development.
We wanted to be sure that we have really completed the tests of different solutions 

and to fine-tune the performance of our sail range.
Stability, accelleration and eccessive power control and a deeper shape of the front 

to conform the design for slalom protocol.
The AERO+ XXI Spartacus sails are all HAND MADE in the Italian factory.

Stability, acceleration, eccessive power control and a deeper shape
 in the front area make the sail the ultimate weapon for slalom racing.

For the realization and delivery of each sail it takes about 30 days.
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CHALLENGE YOUR LIMITS





7 batten sail 3 cams for Freerace Freeride experience.

The FLUIDO T3 is particularly suitable for light weights
and women because it feels extremely light in your hands.

It accelerates immediately and feels no speed limits...
Try to believel.
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7 batten’s and 2 cam sail. High lightness and manovrability. 
Ideal for freeride session’s

Two cambers above and below the boom area switch by
themselves white jibing. Optimal Freemove and Foil sail
very light and stable. This is the sail indicated for expert

windsurfers who want to sail while having fun.
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This is a true all-round sail for free riders who want to learn more
 and more, day after day. The fine tuning of design achieved the 

performance of previous model.

Paarticularly suitable for freeride boards.
Lighter than the previous model, same great quality,
it lets you plane more and therefore have more fun.
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Easy trimming and best control. 
Power machine for wave and freestyle experience.

The sail is really powerful, easy and light, 
an excellent compromise for free ride and freeride foil.

The Bad Zero was created to complete the no cambers line of Liquido.
It differens because it is designed who want to try their hand at Foiling.

Probably the lightest and most stable wing in its class.
The performance will blow your mind.
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CHALLENGE YOUR LIMITS

Developed by Valter Scotto TF7

New outline, shorter bottom battent, lower clew especially in the bigger size,
lower center of effort.

Advanced outline and shape combined with the pre-existing features,
like power and acceleration, for excellent jumps,

profile stability and easy to use, makes the sail unique.

MANEUVERABILITY

I think the Konda is the most compact 5 batten sail I have ever tried,
The main feature of this sail is the lightness both in the wave and in the jumps,

the sail center has been moved more to the center to give maximum neutrality to the sail, 
without having the power all on the front hand, 

so even in jumps you don't have that feeling of catapulting.

ACCELERATION
With the Konda in your hands you have a sensation of continuous acceleration, 

Both in a jibe and in a botton turn, a sail that does not feel the wind holes, a 
comfortable and easy sail even for those approaching windsurfing.

PROFILE
the Konda sail that must be rigged by pulling the downhaul well. 

It must be opened between the first and second batten. 
Without pulling excessively  the boom, 

The sail becomes extremely light and powerful with its profile 
designed for the 5 battens. In this way you increase its stability.





Below i write the aspects for the 4G.
Manoeuvrability, lightness in the hands:

For me he 4G is one of the lightest or probably the lightest sail 
i have ever used, the way you can switch the sail from 

a simple jibe to a wave 360 is amazing. 
The feeling of having no weight on the hands is great 

as your sessions can last longer.

Acceleration:
 The sail reacts to the wind in a very natural way, 

when you get the gust the sail instantly starts to plane 
or even when using in light wind conditions you never 

feel like you won’t be able to move.

Profile Stability:
The sail during very strong winds is a very stable,  

it doesnt react with strange movements, as you lean back 
for planning the sail reacts in a very smooth way.

ALEX MUSSOLINI E-30

New design for easy jibing. 
Lightness and manoeuvrability in all conditions.
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The sail is lighter than the G Range. 
We have made some changes to lower 

the power center and make it even lighter 
in your hands during the most radical meneuvers.

The best 3 batten sail 
on the market said by our customers.

A lower clew and the center of effort in between
your  hands makes this sail easy to use,

stable and always under control.
Whoever tries the 3 batten (first one on the market)

never goes back to a  different wave sail.
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Very powerful and stable sail, 
glides quickly and with impressive acceleration, 

easy to maneuver and ducking

Freestyle machine for pro use. 
The best sail on the market.

The smallest size suitable for young freestylers
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